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Abstract. We have investigated the magnetic properties of Cr layers adsorbed on W(001) by
means of self-consistent tight-binding calculations in the framework of the Hubbard Hamiltonian
within the unrestricted Hartree–Fock approximation. We have observed that the polarization
appears at the Cr–W interface until the fourth plane is reached and the magnetic moment in
the W interface decreases when the number of Cr layers increases. In all cases we obtain an
antiferromagnetic coupling between Cr layers and Cr–W interfaces. The general results can be
understood in terms of the competition between surface and interface effects.

1. Introduction

In recent years, an intense research effort has been made to achieve the realization and
characterization of new materials obtained by deposition of a metal on a metal substrate.
The magnetic properties have been especially thoroughly studied, due to the possible
technological applications. Some of these artificially built systems seem to be simple and
more predictable than others. Victora and Falicov [1] have discussed, in the framework of
the tight-binding method, the pure semi-infinite Cr system and the case of one monolayer
of Cr on Fe(001). In both cases, the semi-infinite system was modelled through a thick
slab. An extension of up to five layers of Cr on Fe(001) was performed by Dorantès-Davila
et al [2]. The Cr magnetic moment at the Cr/Fe(001) interface always preferentially aligns
antiparallel to the nearest-neighbour (n.n.) Fe moment [3]. This type of polarization has
also been obtained in the case of the moment at the Fe/W(001) interface [4]. Very recently
Stoeffler and Gautier [5] determined the local magnetic moment distribution of thin films of
Cr deposited on stepped Fe(001). Using the same type of Hamiltonian as used in this work,
they found an antiferromagnetic coupling between the Cr and Fe atoms at the flat interface.
The presence of a step induced frustration and complex magnetic arrangements [5, 6]. In
this work we investigate the magnetic properties of Crn (n = 1, 3) layers on W(001).
We use a self-consistent TB formulation of the Hubbard Hamiltonian in the unrestricted
Hartree–Fock approximation taking into account only the d electrons. This approach is
expected to provide valuable complementary information to the first main calculations of
the magnetic properties of the system mentioned above.

2. Model and method of calculation

In this work, we used a tight-binding Hubbard Hamiltonian in the unrestricted Hartree–
Fock approximation [7, 8]. The study of transition metals belonging to the middle of the
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series and the main physical properties can be described by taking into account only the d
electrons. The corresponding Hamiltonian is written as

H =
∑
i,σ

EiσC+
iσCiσ +

∑
i,j,σ

t
αβ

i,j C+
iσCjσ (1)

whereC+
iσ (Cjσ ) refers to the creation (annihilation) operator for an electron with spinσ

at atomic sitei in the orbitalα, and t
αβ

i,j are the hopping integrals for d electrons hopping

between sitesi andj . The t
αβ

i,j are the nearest-neighbour hopping integrals and have been
fitted on the bulk pure element bandwidth [9]. We assume that the hopping integrals for
hopping between two different types of atom are the geometric means of the pure element
hopping integrals with the same interparticle distance [10]. We consider the interaction up
to second neighbours. In the case of the Cr adsorbed on W(001), the lattice parameter
presents an expansion of 9.6% compared to the bulk value. In this model, the hopping
integrals are spin independent, whereas the spin-dependent diagonal terms are given by [7]

Eiσ = E0
d + U 1Ni − σ

J

2
µi (2)

where i is the index of the atomic plane andσ is the spin. E0
d is the d atomic level and

can be chosen as zero. The exchange and effective direct intra-atomic Coulomb integrals,
denoted byJ andU respectively, are taken to be independent of the size of the slabs and
of the positioni; U is taken from the work of Bandyopadhyay and Sharma [11], whereas
the values ofJ have been fitted in order to recover the bulk magnetic experimental value
(0.59µB) [12]. Because bulk W is not magnetic, we have taken itsJ -value in accordance
with Christensenet al [13]. Nd has been considered:Nd (Cr) = 5 andNd (W) = 5 [14].
The local magnetic moment is given by

µi = (N+
i − N−

i )µB (3)

whereas the numbers of electronsNiσ are determined by

Niσ =
∫ EF

−∞
niσ (E) dE. (4)

The spin-polarized local density of states (SPLDOS)niσ (E) is calculated by using the
recursion method [15] with twelve levels of continued fraction. Previous studies [8, 16–
18] have shown that this number of levels is a good compromise for reaching satisfactory
convergence in reasonable computational time (which grows as the square of the number
of levels). Note that we allow charge transfer1Ni between different atomic planes by
requiring global charge neutrality:

1Ni =
∑

σ

(Niσ − N0
iσ ) (5)

whereN0
iσ is the number of d electrons with spinσ of the bulk.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The Cr/W system

In this section we report in table 1 the results obtained for the magnetic moment distribution
of Crn (n = 1, 3) layers on a W substrate. The calculations have been done for along the
(001) crystallographic face. The local magnetic moments and the electronic charges in each
site have been calculated fully self-consistently.
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Table 1. Magnetic moments (in units ofµB ) per atom of semi-infinite W(001) and Cr adsorbed
layers: the labelsnCr/W(001) refer ton-plane Cr films. The index I refers to the Cr–W interface.

1Cr/W(001) 2Cr/W(001) 3Cr/W(001)

Bulk 0.00 0.00 0.00
WI−3 0.10 0.08 0.08
WI−2 −0.15 −0.13 −0.13
WI−1 0.32 0.25 0.24
WI −0.85 −0.68 −0.66
CrI 3.35 2.78 2.70
CrI+1 −4.17 −3.53
CrI+2 4.30

Let us now comment on the results.

(1) The magnetic moments of the chromium surfaces increase, as a consequence of the
band narrowing (associated with the reduction of the coordination number) for a partially
filled d band.

(2) We obtain an antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling between Cr layers and the Cr–W
interface (figure 1), and the same coupling between W layers (figure 1). In each Cr layer
the atoms are coupled ferromagnetically. The same result was obtained in the case of Fe
layers adsorbed on semi-infinite W(001) by Fabricius and Dreyssé [4] using a tight-binding
(TB) method.

(3) The local magnetic moment of Cr in all the observed layers is considerably larger
than the bulk value.

(4) A reduction of the magnetic moment in the W interface is obtained when the number
of chromium layers adsorbed on the W increases. This is reasonable because the surface of
a semi-infinite W(001) system is paramagnetic.

4. Discussion

The general behaviour can be explained taking into account two factors. The first is a
‘surface’ effect due to the reduction of the coordination number for an atom at the surface.
This induces a band narrowing leading to an increase of the magnetic moment, because
in a tight-binding model the widthw of the band is related to the square root ofZ [19],
where Z is the coordination number. The second factor is the interface effect. When
a magnetic transition metal has an interface with a bulk non-magnetic material, the non-
magnetic material becomes polarized near the interface and the magnetic material magnetic
moment is diminished at the interface. This can be explained in terms of hybridization
of the two metal orbitals. The reduction of magnetic moment of a Cr monolayer on a W
substrate implies that the hybridization between Cr d and W d bands plays an important role
in determining the Cr magnetism. The comparison with other calculations is complex. In
the case of Cr/Fe interfaces, larger values of magnetic moments have been reported [5, 6].
This is not surprising: the W substrate is not polarized and the bandwidth is much larger
than the bandwidths of ‘3d’ elements. These two effects act against magnetism.
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Figure 1. The magnetic moments of the atoms in the magnetic unit cell for: (a) 1Cr/W; (b)
2Cr/W; (c) 3Cr/W.

5. Conclusion

We have investigated the magnetic properties of Cr layers on a W substrate using a
self-consistent tight-binding method. This study has shown the richness of the magnetic
arrangements. The W atoms are shown to be polarized up to the fourth plane. The W
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shows a very large polarization at the Cr–W interface. Moreover, for this case, in-plane AF
solutions are present. The Cr polarization is AF with a rapid decrease when the number of
chromium layers increases. In the absence of experimental results concerning the magnetism
of Cr layers adsorbed on W(001), our results open up a new field for the magnetism of the
Cr/W system.
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